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abstract
Namibia has been home to some of the world’s oldest ethnic groups since the dawn of civilization. 
One of these cultures is the Himba, often referred to as ‘the last true pastoral nomads’ of Africa. 
They are known for inhabiting the water-scarce desert region of Kunene in Namibia for centuries. 
Now, various factors, including climate change and the absence of governmental support, are 
forcing the Himba population to decide which aspects of ‘modern’ culture to incorporate into 
their everyday lives.

After decades of declining rainfall and rising temperatures, drought and omakururukiro yokuti 
(over-utilized land and vegetation) are the reality. The Himba is therefore forced to rely on their 
nomadic origins for survival, and to travel southwards, ‘following the water’, to Windhoek which 
is the capital of Namibia. On arrival, they are confronted with inequality apparent in the African 
urban built environment and take part in the rapid urbanization of Windhoek. They settle in 
townships, in shacks, located on the outskirts of the city, where access to water and sanitation 
is limited. Due to landscape topology, climate change and other factors, the high possibility 
of flooding poses a new risk. Indeed a life-threatening choice: surviving drought in Kunene or 
surviving floods in Windhoek.

As a result, water is not only important in culture, migration, and climate change. It also has an 
impact on the built environment and livelihoods in Windhoek townships, particularly Katutura 
(meaning “the place we do not want to be”), where access to water is limited, creating a disconnect 
from “access to citizenship.” Consequently, the project is centered around the African proverb: 
Return to old watering holes for more than water; friends and dreams are there to meet you, with 
the goal of creating a communal area for the community to gather and engage in water-related 
activities, translated to Omburo (waterhole). 

Omburo raises the following question: “How can we rethink architecture in a world with finite 
resources?” by generating the search for novel indigenous building materials. This then led to 
the introduction of mycelium in conjunction with local indigenous encroachment bushes, which 
can be used to create sustainable building elements (building blocks) and serve as the primary 
construction for incremental housing in the township, all while creating job opportunities and 
improving Katutura’s socioeconomic conditions.

As a whole, Omburo can be regarded as a waterhole integrated with mycelium spores that 
spreads across the township while establishing a community area where ‘friends and dreams’ 
can be met.
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A     Kraal (enclosement) for livestock 
       (goats, sheep, and o�en cows)
B     Okuruo - Sacred hearth 
C     Chief Hut along mythological line
D     Sacred space between Okuruo and main hut

200 CE-
Original OvaHerero homestead (onganda) 
enclosed by a tornbush/branch threshold

200 CE-
One Onganda consist of numerous families 

(15-30) with and averge of 4.7 per family, 
while every man has 2 wives.
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E     Oruzo (paternal system)
F      Eanda (maternal system) 
G     Ancesteral tree
H     Ancesteral fire - mothers brother
I       Goat house

J       Graze- or range land
K      Ondjuo (pl. ozondjuo) sunhardened 
        clay hut on the norther on southern 
         side of the homestead facing the kraal 
L       Entrance - always faces west or east
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Ozonganda.(homesteads of OvaHerero 
and OvaHimba) in rela�on to one 

another incl. their range land and the 
communal municipal borehole
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The Onganda (homestead) started to 
dissapear for the Ovaherero and an arch 

formed as the Herero con�nued south.  

A     Ondjuo (pl. ozondjuo) sunhardened 
        clay hut, in arch form
B      Fencing of off Onganda with thornbush/branches o�en 
        s�ll found to create threshold
C      Communal fire, Okuruo - Sacred hearth o�en present

1850 CE-
The Onganda (homestead) started to 

dissapear for the Ovaherero and a linear line 
formed viewing the livestock. 

1900 CE-
Individual homes found in Kunene (Opuwa) & 

Khomas (Windhoek) townships do not hold 
any vernacular arrangements and hierarchy

1960 CE-A     Ondjuo (pl. ozondjuo) sunhardened 
        clay hut, in linear form
B      Rectangular hut made from vernacular materials 
        and the introduc�on corrugated iron
C      Communal fire, Okuruo - Sacred hearth dissapeared

A     Individual family home (& neighbour)
B     Cooking- and claning enclosement
C     washing line and sea�ng area
D     Communal & municipal tap
E     Private vegetable garden
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Goreangab, township
West of Katutura

2000 CE-

taxi N$ 16.00 

Range & Graze Land, 

Omakururukiro yokuti (over u�lized)
omakururukiro - scraped or consumed

yokuti  - of the field/bush

Range & Graze Land, 

Possible reasons: 
otjiwana tjikura (popula�on growth) 

omarisiro ngahavera oruveze (overgrazing) 
omananeno omavi (mismanagement)  

ourumbu ouru (extended droughts) 
omarundurukiro womuinyo wevaverwa (shi� in the 

weather of the universe eg. climate change)
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